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1 Introduction
In May, 1993, industry and academic representatives from IRUS member institutions met to
conduct a unique technical research review on
the topic of software environments. This group
was charged with the goal of assessing the state
of the art and state of the practice in software
development environments with an eye towards
formulating a research and technology transfer
agenda for the deployment of e ective software
environments. The participants started with the
premise that few environments are in actual use,
and that there is little agreement on which principles should guide the development of a successful
environment. Fundamental to this meeting was
the reservoir of knowledge held by all participants,
and the desire to see this knowledge consolidated
and applied to take software environments from
the state of the practice, namely infrequently used
point solutions, to the desired goal of invaluable,
e ective, integrated tool sets.

2 History
The approach to building and using software environments has evolved from the early e orts of
function-oriented environments, to an object-store
approach, to the current approach emphasizing
process-centered environments. By looking at a
history of environments with respect to the evolution of the approach, we can begin to better
understand where the current technology stands.
Tool-centered or function-oriented envi-

The earliest work in software environments emerged from the world of programmingin-the-small. The focus was on \programming"
rather than on software development. People built
programming environments which essentially consisted of collections of tools, such as text editors, syntax-directed editors, and debuggers, to
support programmers. These environments, such
as Interlisp [TM81], Unix [RT78], CPS [TR81],
and Mentor [DGLM85], are called tool-centered
because of the near-exclusive focus on the tools
provided to and used by the coders.
Object-store environments. As the development process grew more complex, much of the
This document describes the issues encountered emphasis was shifted to managing the objects in
during the technical research review, the observa- the software environment and the relationship betions of the participants, and some direction for tween those objects. Many di erent kinds of artifacts were recognized as part of the development
the future.
ronments.

activity: source code and object code les, requirements speci cations, design documents, detailed design speci cations, test plans, change
request, etc. The number of artifacts in the
environment increased along with the complexity of their structure. With the increased complexity, a functional orientation was inadequate.
Systems such as Odin[CO90], DSEE[LRPC84],
PCTE[BGMT88], and PMDB[Pen90] are examples of environments supporting an object-store
approach.
Process-centered environments. The focus
on objects in the environment proved to be not
only useful but critical to the development process; however, it failed to address many of the
problems that still existed in the software development process. Environment builders and researchers began focusing on the process itself by
modeling, specifying, and executing the process
using process formalisms and languages. Understanding and controlling the software development
process has the potential for leading to successful management of its complexity and the quality of its products. Process-centered environments
adopted a exible, extensible, and programmable
approach to the software development process.
Most importantly, the roles of personnel were delineated and explicitly supported. Recent environment projects taking the process-centered approach include ISTAR [Dow87] , ESF [ESF89],
IPSE 2.5 [Sno89], and Arcadia [Kad92].

3 Usage
After more than a decade of development, how
well are CASE products being utilized by software developers? Well-informed sources report
that only 20% of popular CASE product licenses
are actually in use. It is believed those products
are only being utilized in a very minimal manner,
or for evaluation purposes. Furthermore, the only
tools being used in CASE environments are ones
that are pre-integrated by CASE vendors. Developers are not integrating the other tools they
use into the environments. The only exception to

this observation is document preparation systems,
which a few developers are integrating with upper
CASE design tools. For the most part, developers are treating CASE environments as they have
treated existing CASE tools: as point solutions.
This approach restricts the impact that the tools
and environments can have on the development
e ort.
What is keeping software developers from using
the existing CASE products?
 Are CASE products failing to address soft-

ware developers' true concerns, and therefore
providing no value to the development e ort?

 Are the CASE products not meeting the right

needs?

 Do the developers understand their needs and

convey them to the CASE vendors?

 Are the developers waiting for the perfect

CASE environment with all the answers?

 Are the developers waiting to see what be-

comes standard among their fellow developers?

 Is it all simply a matter of economics; do they

not have enough resources to adopt the CASE
environments?

In our attempts to answer these questions, we discovered a complex web of issues that contribute
to the failure of CASE tools and environments to
impact software development.

4 Issues
During the course of the research review, several
major issues were identi ed and discussed as to
why environments thus far have fallen short of
expectations. These issues arose in varying and
overlapping order, but are presented here separately. It is apparent that many of these issues
are interrelated: certain aspects of some issues are
relevant for other issues. However, in this section

we focus on identifying and discussing the isssues ogy more palatable. One often overlooked consideration is the amortization of tool costs over
independently.
the life of several projects. Accounting departments more often than not fail to take such an ap4.1
Economics
proach, perhaps from lack of understanding that
Economic viability seemed to be a universally rec- tools and environments can be used beyond the
ognized inhibitor to the adoption of software envi- life of the project for which they are purchased.
ronment technology. Many participants felt that Failure to take such considerations into account
current technology has not been adopted exten- makes the cost of tools and environments appear
sively because potential users of these systems, much higher than they really are.
and especially the management deciding on the
purchase of such systems, are not convinced that 4.2 Convincing Management
the bene ts will outweigh the costs. The bottom Several participants felt that one of the major hurline for many potential users is a motivation of dles in adopting software environment technology
pro t for the company. Some of the systems cur- is successfully convincing management of the porently available support leading edge technology tential bene ts. Convincing management should
but are not necessarily designed with economic involve communicating the needs of the people
considerations in mind. Industrial users of CASE doing the development; sometimes management
and software environments want something that doesn't fully understand the development process
will reduce their costs and make their operations or understand why a certain technology would be
more ecient. Many advanced CASE systems of bene t. Approaches to solving this problem
cost upwards of $10,000 per copy, making them could include developing channels of communicaprohibitively expensive. Companies are not will- tion between users and management and between
ing to spend such money on a system that might vendors and management, educating managers
only provide marginal improvement in eciency, about the bene ts, and providing managers with
or worse, might slow things down because of a cost/bene t analyses. One of the problems is that
high learning curve or complexity of use. More- bene ts are often dicult to quantify. A particiover, people related a fear of possibly getting stuck pant commented, with the group generally agreewith an albatross: spending lots of money and ing, \there is a total disconnect between technolresources to get a system in place which might ogists and the people who own the checkbooks."
quickly become outdated or fail to provide adequate support. Participants generally agreed that
CASE and software environments would be suc- 4.3 Identifying Relevance
cessful only if economic considerations were taken While the participants were generally excited by
into account. There is a perception that the adop- the software environments technology issuing from
tion of some systems actually makes things more the research community, they all shared a concomplex and costly.
cern as to its relevance. Given their experience
Suggestions for recitifying this situation in- that most CASE tools end up as shelfware, and
cluded reducing the cost of software environment that most academics consider commercial CASE
technology in terms of acquisition costs, train- technology to be behind the state of the art, it is
ing costs, customization e ort, and maintenance natural to wonder about the pertinence of a more
costs. Also, ensuring that any perceived bene ts advanced version of that which is not currently
could be easily realized, making clear the potential being used. One insightful question by a particibene ts, and ensuring the systems live up to their pant summed this up: \Why should we care about
claimed bene ts would make enviroment technol- software environment research prototypes?"

The ready answer to this question is the promise
that software environments have for improving
the quality of software produced with the environment, with some productivity increases expected as a side-e ect as error rates decrease.
But this begs a follow up question: what specifically is needed to achieve this software environment utopia? What tools and methodologies and
frameworks are required? On this issue there was
no consensus, excepting the overwhelming feeling
that existing software environment frameworks,
such as NIST/ECMA and Eureka/Core, are not
directly relevant, o ering a \second or third order
e ect that doesn't directly a ect real products."
There was also general agreement that more advanced tools supporting a de ned software process
are needed.
All participants agreed academia should provide more robust, more easily transferable technologies that are solutions to non-toy problems.
Participants uniformly look to academia to provide intellectual leadership in the e ort to create
more advanced tools, and herein lies the heart of
the disconnect between industry and academia.
While industry has been waiting for the next
great environment to spring full grown out of a
research laboratory, academia has been resourceconstrained and unable to produce such a commercial product. Academia desires instead to
have industry assume this burden. This disconnect leads to the feeling that academic research is
irrelevant. Clearly, judicious technology transfer
is needed.
4.4

Evaluation of Current Technology

A common experience among participants was the
purchase of expensive CASE products that did
not meet expectations. Frustrating to many was
the perception that most products were rejected
or not used for similar reasons by many companies. If only a common clearinghouse of CASE
information were available, many expensive mistakes could have avoided duplication. Thus there
is great interest in a \Consumer Reports" style

evaluation of existing CASE products. While the
exact details of funding, and who would perform
such evaluations were not determined, there was
agreement that a research university o ered the
ideal setting for performing such an evaluation.
This raises the question of why current review
articles do not meet the needs of CASE evaluators.
In fact, one participant was involved in writing
such an article, and found it very dicult to get
information from vendors. As well, evaluating the
various products and writing the article itself was
very time consuming compared to the o ered remuneration. Neither of these are conducive to the
production of high-quality CASE product evaluations.
An experience of many was that the sales literature for CASE products often obscured or did
not address many pertinent technical topics. Often, a methodology used in evaluating the purchase of a CASE product involved solicitation of
sales literature followed by a visit to the CASE
vendor to see the product in use. One sentiment
was a desire to share the experiences from these
vendor visits, due to their cost. A common desire was to see academia take a leadership role in
coordinating this collection and dissemination of
shared information. This was viewed as natural
due to academia's neutral position between competing companies.
4.5

Intended Audience

One old and unresolved issue in environments is
who should be the intended audience of a software development environment. Put a di erent
way, should an environment help those educated
in computer science become better, or should the
environment try to make software development
accessible to people with lower skill levels? Or
should software environments be geared towards
gurus or those who are naturally attracted to experimenting with a new technology? While no
clear consensus developed on this issue, the most
prevalent view was that environments should help
to make the best programmers better. This re-

ects the general view that most environment
technology is perceived as being oriented for the
experts, requiring a great deal of commitment to
surpass a high learning curve and requiring a high
level of sophistication to use successfully. However, the best computer technologies are always
enabling, and an expected result of environments
research would be greater accessibility to a wide
audience of programmers.
Software environments also have as their audience the management of software projects.
Unfortunately, the common experience is that
most management needs to become more educated in software environments. One participant
commented, speaking primarily of management,
\there are hundreds of people at my company who
need a CASE brie ng." As with any new, sophisticated software artifact, training and education
are essential parts of acceptance and integration
of CASE tools into daily practise.
4.6

Process/Project Level Issues

CASE environments strive to facilitate tool integration to enable them to have value above the
sum of their component parts. Very few CASE
vendors have convinced software developers that
this can be done. The majority of software developers view their process as a series of tasks, with
di erent tools required for each task. This simpli ed view of their process ignores the value of
the relationship between the di erent tasks that
make up their process, and therefore makes it difcult for them to see the value of having relationships between the tools they use. Additionally, by
only viewing the development process as a series
of tasks, developers are ignoring the critical problems that only exist at the overall, organizational
level.
This incomplete understanding of organizational and project process contributes to the
lack of success of CASE environment integration. Many companies are only now beginning to
achieve a macro-level understanding of their development process. CASE environments are inte-

grated on a ner level of detail. For the developers
to understand the value of tool integration, they
might need to specify their process at this ner
level. Once they understand their organizational
integration, they might have a better chance of assessing CASE tool integration. One possible win
for software developers will come when they have
de ned their processes and then found CASE vendors with low cost solutions that integrate into
their processes.
4.7

Communication

Having high quality means of communication is
vital to project success. Two speci c channels of
communication are particularly important in software development. The rst critical communication link exists between project managers and the
rest of the development team. The second critical link exists between individuals, or subteams,
working on a project. The importance of such
communications has been ignored by CASE vendors and needs to be realized and capitalized upon
to help coordinate a project's successful completion.
These valuable communication channels consist
of both formal and informal means of conveying
project information. Formal means, such as electronic mail, video conferencing, and meeting minutes, are fairly easy to maintain. It is the informal
means, such as casual conversations by the water cooler, over lunch, or in the elevator, that are
harder to maintain. For these informal means to
persist, someone must exert extra e ort to document information resulting from them. It may
be necessary to develop methods that will enable
the burden of this task to be removed, or at least
lightened, from human dependence.
Integrating means and methods of communication into CASE environments requires understanding how they contribute or relate to the different activities and artifacts of the software development process. Much like the process/project
management component of the CASE environment, the communication component will not be

targeted at a speci c task within the project, but
at the entire project, or perhaps even beyond a
single project. Complete utilization of an environment that provided these capabilities would
require the software developers to abandon their
practice of utilizing tools at only speci c points of
a project and begin to understand the totality of
their development interactions.

A.1

General Problem Tracking

One tool in great demand by participants was a
system trouble report tracking program, or abstracted, a general problem tracking tool that
could track problems in all phases of development. While participants reported instances of
these tools being developed in-house, many voiced
a desire for a feature-rich commercially available
general problem tracking tool. One desired feature of these tools is tight integration with the
5 Conclusion
rest of the software environment. Further investiIn spite of recent advances in software devel- gation into this type of tool, perhaps with process
opment technology, industrial practitioners have support, would be bene cial.
been slow to adopt and successfully utilize CASE
and software environments. Several speci c prob- A.2 Tool Support for Reuse and
lem areas were identi ed and discussed during the
Reengineering
technical research review and have been presented
in this document. We learned from this research Another holy grail of software engineering disreview that better interaction between academic cussed was that of a tool to support software reuse
researchers and industrial practitioners is critical and reengineering. While no insights into how this
to successful deployment of new technology. Par- might be accomplished were forthcoming, all were
ticipants felt that this technical research review con dent they could use such a tool if developed.
was valuable in opening an informal dialogue be- Clearly this is an area where academia could ditween academia and industry and in facilitating rect some research and assume a leadership role.
the sharing of ideas and problems among industry
practitioners concerned with CASE and software A.3 Project Planning Simulation
environment technology.
Lessons learned from this research review sug- Participants agreed the capability to analyze and
gest establishing regular meetings to provide an make projections based on a de ned software deorganized forum for the CASE community to dis- velopment process is important. For example, a
cuss problems and share ideas. Such meetings are process simulation tool would allow managers to
a valuable way for researchers in academia to learn estimate the amount of time and resources need
about the needs of those people in industry who for a particualr process. It might also identify prostand the most to gain from what comes out of cess bottlenecks or other potential problems. The
the research community. In addition, such meet- tool should allow the manager to perform `whatings are a valuable means for people in industry if' scenarios on their project. The tool could be
further enhanced by integration with metrics and
to interact with one another.
evaluation systems.

A Speci c Needs and Requests

A.4

While a detailed wish list of features desired in
future CASE tools could easily ll many volumes,
some speci c CASE tool requests discussed by
participants are given below.

Finally, one area noted as de cient by participants
was the state of the art in real-time debugging
technology. A wish list of features desired from a
real-time debugger was compiled, as follows:

Real-time/Embedded Debugging

 Debug multiple processes simultaneously
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